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A Tribute to Margaret Rechowicz
It has been one of my regrets at KHS that I only got to work with Margaret in my mid career
when I was K based. Margaret had a formidable reputation. As a teacher of the highest
standards and not suffering fools gladly one was always aware that to visit her lab was to risk
the raised eyebrow if the call was anything less than life threatening. To observe her laboratory
was to watch a well oiled machine with her acolytes worshiping at the base elements of
Chemistry. A consummate professional with the ability to imbue her classes with her depth of
understanding of Chemistry makes me wonder how many of her students went onto careers that
truly affect lives as doctors or scientists that can change the world. I am particularly grateful to
Margaret for teaching my daughter when she moved late into the 6th Form and so can attest to
the rigours and demands that she makes of her students but also the belief that she installs in
them that they can succeed as a chemist.
In later years Margaret became the First Mate in the engine room that underpins everything
the school does on a daily basis. Kingsbury has one of the most complex and demanding
timetables in the country. With its split site, 120+ staff, too few classrooms etc a fully functioning
timetable is not only vital to achieving the highest of educational standards but can also relieve
the stresses on staff and pupils and if managed effectively it can deliver some of the greatest
savings on the school budget. Margaret has formed half of a unique partnership with Peter Goff
and her contribution has made a huge, often hidden, contribution to keeping KHS so effective
and special.
Thank you Margaret. Enjoy a very well deserved retirement.
Nigel Jamieson 2020
Deputy Headteacher (Retired 2014)

Ms Rechowicz,
'Bless you, Ms R. You put up with my lack of understanding and chemistry ineptitude during' O'
level in the 79-81 session (I think) in the Princes Avenue buildings. You forced through a 'C' result
for me which must've been a challenge. Thank you. I remember you well and despite my looks of
consternation did enjoy a successful career in chemical engineering..... That's a lie to be honest,
but thought I'd make you smile :) Mechanical and electrical engineering following and, like you're
doing, have just retired this Summer after many years planning. I do hope you keep well and
have a book full of exciting plans afoot for a long and enjoyable retirement.
Jose Figueira x

Dear Peter and Margaret (or instinctively Dear Mr Goff and Mrs Rechowicz),
Just a quick note to wish you all the best for your retirement, after your epic dedication and public
service at KHS. When we met again at the KHS 50th anniversary I think I said what I would like to
repeat now, that without a shadow of a doubt the fantastic teaching, not just in maths and chemistry,
but in being a decent human being, was the making of me and many others. Along with your
colleagues, (for many of whom I have similar fond memories), during my years at KHS (83-90), you
helped demonstrate precisely the value of a rounded, compassionate comprehensive education
system. I wish you all the best for a well deserved retirement of many happy years ahead.
With the warmest wishes,
Adam Wurr

Dear Peter and Margaret,
I hope you both have a long and happy retirement. Thanks to you both I have been a
professional chemical engineer for about 20 years and I have been elected to the highest
grades of membership in my profession. I have worked on everything from producing medicines
to medical oxygen, silicon chips and liquid hydrogen used in space programs and have had a
fulfilling career. These days I work on CO2 sequestration and hydrogen energy in the insurance
industry. But it all started with the books (as per photo) in the subjects you taught me.
Once more my best wishes to you both and my eternal thanks.
Prakash K Patel.

Thank you for your wonderful lessons.
With Love
Kamal H Mehta (1978-84)

I wish to congratulate and celebrate Mr Goff’s and Ms Rechowicz’s long service at KHS! I have
great memories of their teaching and support along with the SENCO Teams as a student of 5
years at KHS that enabled me to achieve GCSE passes in mathematics & sciences.
Sincerely,
Ali. Ex-Student @ KHS.

I attended KHS from 1977 to 1983! Mr Paul Fuller was in my class and now teaches at the
school. Mr Goff taught me maths O Level and A Level. He was a very patient teacher, but would
sometimes give up and tell me to ‘just colour it in Kenneth’!!
Miss Rechowicz taught me O Level Chemistry and it was her first year at the school. I remember
her as a very good teacher. Although she was quite strict, she was a lot of students' favourite.
I have fond memories of both teachers and I wish them the very best in their retirement.
Best wishes,
Ken Trimmer

Miss Rechowicz, you were one of my most favourite teachers - always making our Chemistry
lessons interesting and fun. I was in your Chemistry classes 1980-1984 ('O' level and 'A' level)
and have such strong fond memories of that time even though it was 40 years ago! I wish you
all the very best for a long, happy, and fulfilling retirement.
Anita Chung
Margaret was my teacher at KHS for A level chemistry in her first year at
the school 1979-80. Peter taught me the pure maths component of A level
maths.
Den Murray
Great stuff, taught by both and I have many fond memories of their lessons.
Bob Hill

One of the first lessons we were taught how to say and spell Margaret's name and had to write
it down a few times before she checked it and then doing it on the exercise book.... a very
memorable lesson but one that instilled an aura of fear amongst us coupled with respect!
.... move on 35 years and I was in my local tennis club and I was sitting in our clubhouse and
looked up at the tennis ladies champions and I saw a name that was familiar and spelt correctly.
I interestingly had a gush of anxious teenage adrenaline rush through me to recheck the spelling
to make sure it was correct... I then asked around and discovered it was Margaret who won it
that year and she also sorted out a job for the club captains’ son to work at KHS as a physics
technician for 12 months!
At the school's 50th year celebration it was an absolute pleasure to see Margaret looking so well
and I was chuffed to have Margaret remember me and my brothers. It was a mark of her fantastic
teaching and significant role she had in our lives that she was the first person my mother asked
about 40 years later.
Have a very happy and well deserved retirement. I will always remember you with fondness,
respect and immense gratitude for not only shaping me into the person I am but countless other
people.
Bimbi Fernando MD, FRCS
Consultant Transplant Surgeon
Royal Free Hospital NHS Trust

As a member of Kingsbury High School Governing Body for many years, including periods of
chairing the Curriculum and Standards Committee and the full Governing Body, I am fully familiar
with Margaret’s unwavering commitment and distinguished service over many years as a teacher
and Head of Department.
Margaret has been a great asset to the school. Her commitment and dedicated service has
contributed to making Kingsbury the school it is today and has undoubtedly improved the lives of
thousands of young people. Margaret and Peter's sterling work on the timetable in recent years
has been remarkable and is highly appreciated.
Thank you, Margaret, for your dedication to the students, parents, staff and governors of
Kingsbury High School.
I wish you a healthy, fulfilling retirement and the very best in all your future endeavours.
Reverend Georgina Bondzi-Simpson MBE

I was a member of Kingsbury High School Governing Body working with four Head Teachers.
Each one told me that Margaret was a highly valued member of staff. They spoke of her excellent
qualities as Head of Department - always supportive of staff and inspiring students to fulfil their
potential and obtaining outstanding results.
I know that her work with Bruce Viveash on examinations and with Peter on the timetable were
equally appreciated.
I would like to wish Margaret all the best for her retirement.
Rochelle Haussman

Margaret's long career at KHS in the Chemistry Department, Science Faculty and latterly
timetabling, has been a story of service, excellence and inspiration. Whilst I never knowingly
entered a laboratory (except when Margaret led a tour of Doug Peacock's old lab - hardly
changed since the 70s - when his brother Trevor visited when we set up the prize in Doug's
memory), I have for many years been aware of what she has achieved. First it was her
inspirational teaching of students a few years younger than me. Latterly it was during my
30 plus years as a governor when I heard of her success as a Head of Dept and the brilliant
job she and Peter did managing the complexities of a timetable in a huge split site school.
Thanks for your service Margaret and enjoy your retirement.
Sandra Ernstoff

Dear Margaret
What a wonderful achievement!
How many generations of Kingsbury students have benefitted from the fact that you developed
the formula for success in Chemistry? Your splendid guidance, with your formidable expertise,
dedication, determination and humour, opened the door for them to a whole range of exciting
career opportunities and fulfilling futures.
How many really appreciated that it was your meticulous, detail-minded approach (working
alongside Peter, of course,) that enabled you to squeeze the proverbial quart into a pint pot and
find every class a suitable teacher and venue? To keep working at the mind-twisting challenges
of timetabling (and to really enjoy doing it!) says volumes for your intellectual ability. Not for you
the easy fix of sticking all the English lessons on a Monday: you tried to give everyone a fair and
balanced week and to accommodate the myriad requests that arrived on your desk.
For me to have had the opportunity to work with you and to enjoy your loyal friendship and
support was an enormous privilege. The time we spent working together running the external
examinations was a real joy for me. To work closely with someone who was so sensible, yet such
fun, and who was so totally trustworthy, talented and conscientious meant that the job (although
scary at times!) could be completed with the fairness, integrity, accuracy and efficiency that
offered us both real satisfaction and gave the students and the school as a whole a very good
deal.
You have helped me out in so many ways, Margaret, that I am enormously in your debt. And I
know there are many others, in particular members of the Science Faculty of course, who are
also truly appreciative of your patience, advice and support.
Yes, maybe those sublime cakes do colour our judgement a fraction, but there is no denying that
you have been a tremendous servant of Kingsbury High School: you have given so much to so
many over so many years that you will long be remembered with great affection. I, for one, miss
the days we spent working together and am so pleased that our friendship continues.
I send you my love and very best wishes for the future.
Bruce Viveash
December 2020

Margaret
Did you ever imagine that you would stay so long at KHS? I remember so clearly when you
joined the staff. There are many generations of students and staff who thank their lucky stars
that you did come to the school and I count myself among those who feel blessed to have
known you. As a colleague you were the exemplary professional who led from the front. An
excellent teacher who ran a very tight ship as head of chemistry and then showed a real flare
for timetabling in which you were able to use your meticulous eye for detail and agile brain
to work wonders in response to my latest scheme for staffing and the curriculum. What an
incredible contribution you made to the school. I want you to know how much I liked working
with you and always enjoyed your company and to thank you for your sincerity, kindness and
friendship. Hopefully there will be an opportunity to see you again in 2021, in the meantime
enjoy retired living.
Every best wish
Roger Slater

Margaret, you were already a doyen of the Science team when I arrived at KHS in 2003. I held
you slightly in awe for a time as you were such a great professional, so knowledgeable and not
to be messed with in the classroom! I came to realise you had a great sense of humour and
enjoyed many conversations with you. I recall one shocking incident you helped me with when
I was a new teacher. You were on ‘on call’ duty one morning when a young man with rather
challenging behaviour threatened to bash me and the Chemistry lab up for asking him to stop
talking, following his late arrival to the lesson. You arrived promptly and, in a very reassuring
and confident manner, extricated the student who could be heard remonstrating with you all
along the corridor despite your dulcet ‘no nonsense’ responses. I was so relieved and grateful I
have never forgotten that incident! Latterly, I enjoyed our many conversations in the timetabling
office where you and your co-pilot were so thoughtful and understanding of my particular time
tabling issues in the Inclusion Faculty - much of the stress relieved by your anticipation of the
intricacies and your expert ‘differentiation’ in fixing the problems.
Forever grateful! I hope you enjoy retirement as much as I do!
Brenda Nolan

It was such a privilege to have worked with you, both as a colleague and true friend, for so
many years. I always admired your devotion to your students as well as your deep knowledge
of your subject. You were always prepared to go the extra mile in everything that you did, be
it regarding examinations, timetables, Faculty matters or subject issues. I look forward to our
continued friendship over the coming years.
Steve Wood (ex Head of Biology & Examinations’ Secretary)

Dear Margaret,
It’s lovely to hear that after many years as a dedicated teacher and colleague, you have finally
made the decision to retire from KHS. I had the great pleasure of working with you in the
Exams Dept and valued your knowledge and friendship that helped me further my own career
at KHS. I was delving through my archives and found this photo of us which I hope brings back
happy memories of our time together.
Now it’s time for you to step back and enjoy life at a more leisurely pace - welcome to the KHS
retirees club! I shall look forward to keeping in touch with you either via our zoom meetings or
when allowed again, at one of our Ex KHS gatherings.
With best wishes
Julie xx

My first recollection of Margaret was of a super efficient person. She gave off an aura of
authority and assuredness. This was confirmed in my very early days at KHS when a future
Deputy Head girl was describing her favorite teachers. She described Margaret as the best
teacher in the School, an expert in her field and brilliant at making difficult things easy to
understand.
Margaret always inspired confidence. When asking for advice she would be honest, realistic
and pragmatic, a really trusted colleague upon whom one could rely. I was always grateful to
her for the caring way she helped me to navigate the timetable issues. She always offered
a solution to problems and gave an alternative viewpoint. I thoroughly enjoyed working with
Margaret and I feel fortunate indeed to have been her colleague.
Annette Woodrow

Congratulations Margaret!
I remember as a young member of staff commuting to ‘K’ at break and seeing you on break
duty in ‘B’ block playground. I was so impressed by your calm, confident manner amongst what
seemed like a sea of students twice your size! That impression strengthened as I had more
opportunities to work alongside you during our time at the school. So thank you Margaret.
Best Wishes,
Howard Lineton

Margaret has had a significant impact on my life and the lives of so many other people.
I still remember A Level Chemistry lessons and that's where my interest in science really
grew.
I look back now and realise how lucky I was to have been a student in the school in the early
80s, being taught by Mr. Peacock and Mrs Rechowicz.
I wanted to teach Chemistry because of the way she and Mr. Peacock taught A Level.
I would often be caught trying to pack away early.."Fuller, put the bag down, we're not
finished yet".
You only needed to be told once and no one would ever dare to try and answer back.
She had control of the classroom and every student she taught had total respect for her.
At the KHS 50th Anniversary I met up with lots of ex-students from the same era who all
cited Margaret as an amazing teacher and someone who ignited a love of the subject.
It was a dream come true to land a job in the Chemistry department as a teacher in 1995,
working for Margaret.
She was a role model for me and I am so proud to have worked with her in the Chemistry
department.
Hope you have an amazing time in retirement.
Paul Fuller
Student 1977-1984
Teacher 1995 - present

Dear Margaret,
Wishing you all the best for a happy and healthy retirement. Thank you for all the kindness
you showed me over so many years.
Best wishes,
Sue Blande

Margaret
Margaret worked tremendously hard to the benefit of hundreds of young people throughout
her many years of service at KHS. As Head of Chemistry she was held in extremely high
regard. The staff within her department said that she led by example and was a brilliant
teacher – what lucky students! Working alongside Peter managing the timetable was a
mammoth job which they did admirably for many years.They are going to be a very hard act
to follow. Margaret is a professional and caring person with a wonderful sense of humour and
someone I admire greatly. Whilst holding down a senior role, Margaret still seemed to find
time to get involved in lots of outside activities including baking, much to the delight of her
colleagues. I wish her every happiness in her retirement.
Anita & John Winter

Margaret, I wish you an enjoyable and relaxing retirement, and hopefully at some point you
will be able to have time for yourself and your family!
Kind regards
Margaret Hunter

Enjoy your hard-earned retirement!

Thank you all for your
contributions a legendary, Kingsburian effort!
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